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Abstract
With the increased use of machine learning systems for decision making, questions about the fairness properties of such systems start to take center stage. Most existing work on algorithmic fairness assume complete observation of features at prediction time, as is the case for popular notions like statistical parity and equal opportunity. However, this is not sufficient for models that can make predictions with partial observation as we could miss patterns of bias and incorrectly certify a model to be fair. To address this, a recently introduced notion of fairness asks whether the model exhibits any discrimination pattern, in which an individual—characterized by (partial) feature observations—receives vastly different decisions merely by disclosing one or more sensitive attributes such as gender and race. By explicitly accounting for partial observations, this provides a much more fine-grained notion of fairness. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to search for discrimination patterns in a general class of probabilistic models, namely probabilistic circuits. Previously, such algorithms were limited to naive Bayes classifiers which make strong independence assumptions; by contrast, probabilistic circuits provide a unifying framework for a wide range of tractable probabilistic models and can even be compiled from certain classes of Bayesian networks and probabilistic programs, making our method much more broadly applicable. Furthermore, for an unfair model, it may be useful to quickly find discrimination patterns and distill them for better interpretability. As such, we also propose a sampling-based approach to more efficiently mine discrimination patterns, and introduce new classes of patterns such as minimal, maximal, and Pareto optimal patterns that can effectively summarize exponentially many discrimination patterns.

1 Introduction
Machine learning systems are increasingly being used for critical decision making in a variety of areas ranging from education and health care, to financial lending and recidivism prediction (Chouldechova 2017; Berk et al. 2018; Datta, Tschantz, and Datta 2015; Henderson et al. 2015). Consequently, there has been growing interest and concern about the fairness properties of these methods. In particular, biases in the training data and model architecture can result in certain individuals or groups receiving unfavorable treatment based on some sensitive attributes such as gender and race. Naturally, various notions of fairness and ways to enforce them have been proposed (Barocas and Selbst 2016; Dwork et al. 2012; Hardt, Price, and Srebro 2016; Nabi and Shpitser 2018; Madras et al. 2018; Salimi et al. 2019).

In this paper, we investigate the fairness properties of probabilistic models that represent joint distributions over the decision/prediction variable as well as the features. Such models are ubiquitous in decision-making systems for various real-world applications (Koller and Friedman 2009; Sonnenberg and Beck 1993; Griffiths et al. 2010). In particular, they can be used to make classifications by inferring the probability of the class given some observations. Thus, by handling classifications as inference tasks, they can naturally handle missing features at prediction time.

While many existing work on algorithmic fairness assume that predictions are always made with complete observations of features, this fails to analyze the behavior of a model—in particular, its fairness—when making decisions with missing features. On the other hand, the notion of discrimination pattern (Choi et al. 2020) explicitly aims to address fairness of decisions made with partial information. Specifically, it refers to an individual or a group of individuals, characterized by some partial assignments to the features, who may see a significant discrepancy in the prediction after additionally disclosing some sensitive attributes. While the complete observation case is also covered, it is merely a special case of discrimination patterns which in fact take into account all possible partial observation of features. As we show later, a model that is deemed fair according to popular notions such as disparate impact can still exhibit hundreds of discrimination patterns, when considering missing features.

This fine-grained notion leads to new challenges in certifying fairness, as there are now exponentially many patterns of unfairness to check and analyze. Thus, our first key contribution is to introduce special classes of discrimination patterns—minimal, maximal, and Pareto optimal patterns—which can “summarize” a large number of patterns. The set of these summary patterns are often far smaller than the set of all discrimination patterns, making them great targets to find in a model in order to discover and understand its unfairness.

The next contributions we make are algorithms to find discrimination patterns. The existing algorithm is limited to naive Bayes models, which make strong assumptions that
may not suit real-world data. On the other hand, our proposed methods can be applied to a more general class of models, namely probabilistic circuits (PCs) (Choi, Vergari, and Van den Broeck 2020), which have demonstrated competitive performance in various density estimation tasks (Dang, Vergari, and Van den Broeck 2022; Liu, Mandt, and Van den Broeck 2022; Peharz et al. 2020). These are a family of probabilistic models that support tractable inference, encompassing arithmetic circuits (Darwiche 2003), sum-product networks (Poon and Domingos 2011), and-or graphs (Dechter and Mateescu 2007), probabilistic sentential decision diagrams (Kisa et al. 2014), and more. Some classical graphical models—such as those with bounded treewidth (Chow and Liu 1968) and their mixtures (Meila and Jordan 2000)—as well as certain kinds of probabilistic programs (Holzten, Van den Broeck, and Millstein 2020) can even be compiled into PCs, and thus can benefit from our proposed methods.

We propose a search-based algorithm that can find all discrimination patterns (or a special subset of them) in a PC or otherwise certify that there exists none and thus the PC is fair. Moreover, we introduce a sampling-based method, which can no longer prove the non-existence of discrimination patterns, but can far more efficiently find many of them in a PC, provided that they exist. Through empirical evaluation on three benchmark datasets, we demonstrate that our search algorithm is able to find all discrimination patterns while only traversing a fraction of the space of possible patterns. Furthermore, we show that the sampling-based approach is indeed significantly faster in pattern mining, while still returning similar summary patterns as the exact approach.

2 Discrimination Patterns

Notation We denote random variables by uppercase letters (X) and their assignments by lowercase letters (x). We use bold uppercase (X) and lowercase letters (x) for sets of variables and their assignments, respectively. The set of possible values of X is denoted by val(X). D denotes a binary decision variable, and we use d to refer to the assignment to D that represents a favorable decision (e.g. a loan approval). We assume that a set of discrete (categorical) variables Z are used to make decisions. Furthermore, a subset of variables S \( \subseteq \) Z are designated as sensitive attributes, which are protected characteristics such as race or gender.

The notion of a discrimination pattern was introduced to study fairness of decisions made given partial observations of features. They are particularly relevant for probabilistic models which can naturally handle missing value predictions, treating each prediction as an inference problem to compute the probability of a decision given some observations.

Definition 1 (Discrimination patterns (Choi et al. 2020)). Let P be a probability distribution over \( D \cup Z \) and x and y be joint assignments to \( X \subseteq S \) and \( Y \subseteq Z \setminus X \), respectively. For some threshold \( \delta \in [0,1] \), we say x and y form a discrimination pattern w.r.t. P and \( \delta \) if:

\[
|P(d \mid x, y) - P(d \mid y)| > \delta.
\]

We refer to the LHS as the discrimination score of pattern \( x, y \), denoted by \( \Delta(x, y) \).

Intuitively, a discrimination pattern corresponds to an individual (or a group of individuals sharing the same attributes) who would see a significant difference in the probability of getting a favorable decision, just by disclosing some sensitive information. Clearly, we want to avoid such scenarios; thus, the model is said to be \( \delta \)-fair if it exhibits no discrimination patterns with respect to \( \delta \).

2.1 Relation to Other Fairness Notions

Before we describe our main contributions, let us briefly discuss how discrimination patterns relate to some other notions of fairness in the literature. Many prominent fairness definitions—such as statistical/demographic parity (SP), disparate impact (DI), and equalized odds (EO)—fall under the notion of group fairness, which aims to equalize certain quantities across demographic groups (Feldman et al. 2015; Hardt, Price, and Srebro 2016). While these definitions assume that predictions are made given complete observation of features, discrimination patterns account for fairness of decisions made with partial information, providing a more fine-grained notion of fairness. For instance, by definition a discrimination pattern of the form \((s, \emptyset)\) means that \( |P(d \mid s) - P(d)\) > \( \delta \). This implies a violation of statistical parity. That is, a \( \delta \)-fair model satisfies statistical parity for some threshold that depends on \( \delta \), while the converse does not hold. On the other hand, discrimination patterns formed by complete assignments can be interpreted as a violation of individual fairness (Dwork et al. 2012); we refer to Choi et al. (2020) for detailed examples.

Various methods have been proposed to verify different notions of fairness (Galhotra, Brun, and Meliou 2017; Bellamy et al. 2019), including those that utilize probability distributions (Albarghouthi et al. 2017; Bastani, Zhang, and Solar-Lezama 2019; Ghosh, Basu, and Meel 2021, 2022). However, they often make simplifying assumptions such as conditional independence between attributes, making it challenging to scale these methods to probabilistic circuits which are more general as we will show later. More importantly, verifying properties such as DI and SP is not sufficient if we wish to certify fairness according to discrimination patterns.

To illustrate this on real-world data, we learn PCs on the COMPAS dataset before and after fair data repair by Feldman et al. (2015). We use different degrees of data repair (controlled by parameter \( \lambda \)), yielding PCs with varying levels of fairness according to the above-mentioned standard notions (Table 1). While the learned PCs would be certified as fair according to verifiers using metrics such as DI and SP, they may still exhibit discrimination patterns. For instance, many learned models in Table 1 satisfy SP with \( \epsilon < 0.02 \) and EO with \( \epsilon = 0 \), but still exhibit hundreds of discrimination patterns with scores \( \delta > 0.05 \), some as high as 0.22.

That is, discrimination patterns enable a more fine-grained auditing of fairness. However, even a simple classifier could
While it may be useful to study the most problematic patterns, making it hard for domain experts and users to examine them effectively. For instance, a naive Bayes classifier with 7 features for the COMPAS data was shown to have more than 2,000 discrimination patterns (Choi et al. 2020); this is clearly not scalable for interpretation. Thus, we propose new classes of discrimination patterns that can be used as representatives for a large number of patterns, thereby being more amenable for interpretations.

### 2.2 Summarizing Patterns

A natural way to choose the most “interesting” patterns may be by ranking them by their discrimination scores, and focusing on a few instances that are the most discriminatory. While it may be useful to study the most problematic patterns and address them, they do not necessarily provide insight into other discrimination patterns that exist. Instead, we propose the notion of maximal and minimal patterns that can summarize groups of patterns, namely their extensions and contractions. An extension of a pattern \((x, y)\), denoted by \((x', y') \supset (x, y)\), can be generated by adding an assignment to the pattern: that is, \(x \subseteq x'\) or \(y \subseteq y'\). Conversely, \((x, y)\) is called a contraction of \((x', y')\).

**Definition 2** (Maximal patterns). Let \(\Sigma\) denote a set of discrimination patterns w.r.t. a distribution \(P\) and threshold \(\delta\). The set of **maximal patterns** \(\Sigma_{\text{max}} \subseteq \Sigma\) consists of all patterns \((x, y) \in \Sigma\) that are not a complete assignment (i.e. \(Z \setminus (X \cup Y) \neq \emptyset\)) and:

\[
\forall (x', y') \supset (x, y), \ (x', y') \not\in \Sigma.
\]

In other words, a maximal pattern is a discrimination pattern such that none of its extensions are discrimination patterns. As the name suggests, an extension of a maximal pattern cannot also be maximal, because by definition it will not be a discrimination pattern. Hence, an individual with attributes \(x\) and \(y\) who may see a discrimination in the decision by disclosing their sensitive information would no longer receive such treatment if they additionally share other features, whatever their values may be. This notion is nicely complemented by the following notion of minimal patterns.

**Definition 3** (Minimal patterns). Let \(\Sigma\) denote a set of discrimination patterns w.r.t. a distribution \(P\) and threshold \(\delta\).

The set of **minimal patterns** \(\Sigma_{\text{min}} \subseteq \Sigma\) consists of all patterns \((x, y) \in \Sigma\) such that:

\[
\forall (x', y') \supset (x, y), \ (x', y') \not\in \Sigma
\]

\[
\forall (x'', y'') \subset (x, y) \text{ s.t. } x'' \neq \emptyset, \ (x'', y'') \not\in \Sigma.
\]

That is, we say a discrimination pattern is minimal if all of its extensions and none of its contractions are discriminatory. Thus, a single minimal pattern can be interpreted as representing a large set of discrimination patterns—more precisely, whose size is exponential in the number of unobserved features. For example, suppose \(Z = \{X, Y, U\}\) are binary features with \(S = \{X\}\), and let \(\{(X = 1), (Y = 0)\}\) be a minimal pattern. Then its valid contraction—i.e. \(\{(X = 1), \{\}\}\)—is not a discrimination pattern; while all of its extensions—i.e. \(\{(X = 1), \{Y = 0, U = 0\}\}\) and \(\{(X = 1), \{Y = 0, U = 1\}\}\)—are discriminatory. Note that by definition a minimal pattern cannot be a maximal pattern, and vice versa.

As a case study, we train a probabilistic model\(^3\) on the COMPAS dataset, which exhibits 7445, 2338, and 1164 discrimination patterns for \(\delta = 0.01, 0.05\), and 0.1 respectively. On the other hand, this model has 170, 74, and 0 maximal patterns, and only 103, 10, and 1 minimal patterns, for respective values of threshold \(\delta\). Interestingly, we observe that among the 74 maximal patterns for \(\delta = 0.05\), none of them includes an assignment to the variable regarding ‘supervision level’, suggesting that there are many instances where an individual would not see an unfair prediction if the supervision level is additionally known. Moreover, remarkably, the single minimal pattern in the case of \(\delta = 0.1\) can represent 512 patterns (its extensions) out of 1164 total discrimination patterns in the model.\(^4\)

Another important consideration when studying discrimination patterns is their probability. Recall that each pattern \((x, y)\) represents a group of people sharing the attributes \(x\) and \(y\). Then the probability \(P(x, y)\) corresponds to the proportion of the population that could be affected. Even though any unfairness is equally undesirable for minority groups (i.e. lower probability) as it is for majority groups, patterns that are so specific and have exceedingly low probability would not be as insightful or even relevant when auditing a model for real-world fairness concerns.

To address this, patterns can be ranked by their divergence score, which takes into account the probability of a pattern as well as its discrimination score.

**Definition 4** (Divergence score (Choi et al. 2020)). Let \(P\) be a probability distribution over \(D \cup Z\) and \(\delta\) some threshold in \([0, 1]\). Further suppose \(x\) and \(y\) are joint assignments to \(X \subseteq S\) and \(Y \subseteq Z \setminus X\), respectively. Then the divergence score of \((x, y)\) is:

\[
\min_Q D_{\text{KL}}(P \| Q) \text{ s.t. } \Delta(x, y) \leq \delta,
\]

\[
P(d, z) = Q(d, z), \forall z \not\supset x \cup y
\]

where \(D_{\text{KL}}(P \| Q) = \sum_{d, z} P(d, z) \log(P(d, z)/Q(d, z))\).

---

\(^3\)https://github.com/propublica/compas-analysis

\(^4\)See Section 5 for details of the trained model.

\(^5\)The minimal pattern is where \(x = \{\text{Not Married}\}\) and \(y = \{\text{Low–Medium Supervision Level}\}\).
Informally, it aims to quantify how much the distribution \( P \) needs to be changed in order to remove the discrimination pattern \((x, y)\). Thus, the patterns with highest divergence scores would tend to have both high discrimination score as well as high probability.

In fact, we could summarize all existing discrimination patterns in a model by explicitly constructing a set of patterns with the following behavior: one cannot increase the discrimination score without decreasing the probability, and vice versa.

**Definition 5 (Pareto optimal patterns).** Let \( \Sigma \) denote a set of discrimination patterns w.r.t. a distribution \( P \) and threshold \( \delta \). The set of **Pareto optimal patterns** \( \Sigma_{PO} \subseteq \Sigma \) consists of the patterns \((x, y) \in \Sigma \) such that:

\[
\forall (x', y') \in \Sigma \setminus \{(x, y)\}, \quad \Delta(x, y) > \Delta(x', y') \quad \text{or} \quad P(x, y) > P(x', y').
\]

Pareto optimal patterns can be a very effective way to study fairness of a probabilistic model, as it significantly reduces the number of discrimination patterns one would examine. For example, the model trained on the COMPAS with 2388 and 1164 discrimination patterns w.r.t. \( \delta = 0.05 \) and 0.1, respectively, has only 38 and 28 Pareto optimal patterns. That is, for \( \delta = 0.1 \), each of the 1164 – 28 = 1136 patterns has discrimination score and probability that are both dominated by those of some Pareto optimal pattern.

In the following sections, we discuss how to find discrimination patterns in probabilistic circuits, as well as generating the summaries in the form of maximal, minimal, and Pareto optimal patterns.

## 3 Finding Discrimination Patterns in Probabilistic Circuits

We now describe our algorithm to find discrimination patterns, if there exists any, or certify that there are none. As discussed in Section 2.2, the probability of a pattern corresponds to the proportion of the affected subpopulation, according to the probabilistic model. Therefore, a meaningful analysis of discrimination patterns depends on how well the model captures the population distribution. For instance, the existing algorithm to discover discrimination patterns assumes naive Bayes classifiers, which make strong independence assumptions and are generally too restrictive to fit real-world distributions. We instead consider a more expressive type of probabilistic models, called probabilistic circuits.

### 3.1 Probabilistic Circuits

A probabilistic circuit is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with parameters, in which inner nodes can either be sum or product nodes, and input nodes are associated with simple univariate distributions (often indicator functions in the case of discrete variables). Moreover, each edge \((n, c)\) between a sum node \( n \) and its child \( c \) is associated with a parameter \( \theta_{n, c} > 0 \). A PC \( C \) over random variables \( \mathbf{X} \) recursively defines a probability distribution over \( \mathbf{X} \) as follows:

\[
n(\mathbf{x}) = \begin{cases} f_n(\mathbf{x}) & \text{if } n \text{ is a leaf node} \\ \prod_{c \in \text{ch}(n)} c(\mathbf{x}) & \text{if } n \text{ is a product} \\ \sum_{c \in \text{ch}(n)} \theta_{n, c} \cdot c(\mathbf{x}) & \text{if } n \text{ is a sum} \end{cases}
\]

Here, \( \text{ch}(n) \) denotes the set of children of an inner node \( n \). Then the distribution \( P \) defined by a PC is exactly \( P(\mathbf{x}) = n(\mathbf{x}) \) where \( n \) is the root of the PC.

A key strength of PCs is that they allow tractable inference of certain probabilistic queries, based on which structural properties are satisfied by the circuit. The first inference task we need is computing conditional probabilities, which is required to get the discrimination score (Definition 1) of a pattern. Moreover, we would also like to compute probabilities of patterns—that is, marginal probabilities given some partial observations. PCs support efficient marginal and conditional inference if they satisfy two structural properties called smoothness and decomposability. A PC is **smooth** if for every sum node its children include exactly the same set of variables, and it is **decomposable** if for every product node its children depend on disjoint sets of variables (Darwiche and Marquis 2002). Given these properties, computing any marginal probability can be done through a single feedforward evaluation of the PC, thus taking linear time in the size of the circuit. Hence, we will assume smooth and decomposable PCs throughout this paper.

Let us quickly remark on the wide applicability of probabilistic circuits and subsequently our pattern mining algorithm which takes PCs and inputs. First, both the structure and parameters of PCs can be learned to fit the data, and in a wide range of tasks, they were shown to achieve competitive and state-of-the-art performance (Dang, Vergari, and Van den Broeck 2022; Liu, Mandt, and Van den Broeck 2022; Peharz et al. 2020; Li et al. 2021). In addition, as mentioned previously, they can be compiled efficiently from bounded-treewidth graphical models, and thus we can apply the following search algorithm on such models as well.

### 3.2 Search Algorithm

To certify whether a distribution defined by a probabilistic circuit is \( \delta \)-fair, we search for discrimination patterns in the PC. If the search concludes without finding any pattern, then we know that the PC is \( \delta \)-fair; otherwise, we return all or some of the discrimination patterns selected according to one of the criteria discussed in Section 2.

More precisely, we adopt a branch-and-bound search approach. Algorithm 1 outlines the pseudocode of our search algorithm. At each search step, it checks whether the current assignments form a discrimination pattern, and explores extensions by recursively adding variable assignments. Note
Algorithm 1 SEARCH-DISC-PATT(x, y, E)

Input: a PC C over variables D ∪ Z and a threshold δ
Output: a set of discrimination patterns Σ
Data: current pattern (x, y) ← (\{\}, \{\}); excluded variables E ← \{\}
1: Σ ← \{\}
2: for each z ∈ val(Z) for some Z ∈ Z \ (X ∪ Y ∪ E) do
3:  if Z ∈ S then
4:  if Δ(x \{z\}, y) > δ then
5:    Σ ← Σ \{\{x \cup \{z\}, y\}\}
6:  if UB(x \{z\}, y, E) > δ then
7:    Σ ← Σ \{\{x, y \cup \{z\}\}\}
8:  if Δ(x, y \cup \{z\}) > δ then Σ ← Σ \{\{x, y \cup \{z\}\}\}
9:  if UB(x, y \cup \{z\}, E) > δ then
10:         Σ ← Σ \{\{x \cup \{z\}, y\}\}
11:  if UB(x, y, E \{\{z\}\}) > δ then
12:  Σ ← Σ \{\{x \cup \{z\}, y, E \{\{z\}\}\}\}
13: return Σ

that while we mainly present the algorithm that returns all discrimination patterns, we can easily tweak it to return the top-k most discriminating patterns: by keeping a running list of top-k patterns and using the k-th highest score as the threshold instead of δ.

As there are exponentially many potential patterns, we rely on a good upper bound to effectively prune the search tree. In particular, we use the following as our bound UB(x, y, E):

\[
\max_u \left( \max_{\mathbf{y}} P(d | x, y, u) - \min_{\mathbf{u}} P(d | x, u) \right),
\]

(1)

\[
\min_u \left( \max_{\mathbf{y}} P(d | x, y, u) - \min_{\mathbf{v}} P(d | x, v) \right)
\]

(2)

where U can be any subset of Z \ (X ∪ Y ∪ E)—in other words, the remaining variables to extend the current pattern.

The core component of above bound is maximizing or minimizing the conditional probability of the form P(d | y, u) over the values of some U for a given y. We now show how such optimization can be done tractably for certain classes of probabilistic circuits.

We use two key observations, expressed by the following lemmas; see appendix\(^3\) for complete proofs.

**Lemma 1.** Let P be a distribution over D ∪ Z and x a joint assignment to X ⊆ Z. Also denote V = Z \ X. Then for any U ⊆ Z \ X the following holds:

\[
\max_{u \in \text{val}(U)} \min_{v \in \text{val}(V)} P(d | x, u) \leq \max_{v \in \text{val}(V)} P(d | x, v)
\]

That is, to maximize a conditional probability given some (partial) assignments for a set of free variables, it suffices to consider only the complete assignments to those variables. Analogously, this statement holds for minimization as well, with the direction of inequality reversed.

**Lemma 2.** Let P be a distribution over D ∪ Z, x an assignment to X ⊆ Z, and U ⊆ Z \ X. Then,

\[
\arg \max_{u \in \text{val}(U)} P(d | x, u) = \arg \max_{u \in \text{val}(U)} P(x, u | d).
\]

Combining these observations, we see that the upper bound in Equation (1) can be computed easily if we can efficiently maximize and minimize quantities of the form P(x, u | d)/P(x, u | Z). In fact, we derive an algorithm with worst-case quadratic time complexity (in the size of the circuit) for PCs that satisfy additional structural constraints. Deferring the algorithmic details and proof of correctness to the appendix, here we instead provide high-level insights to these additional tractability conditions. First, Vergari et al. (2021) shows the necessary structural conditions (called compatibility and determinism) such that the quotient of two PCs can be computed tractably and represented as another circuit representation that allows for linear-time optimization (Choi and Darwiche 2017). Then all we need is to represent the conditional distributions P(Z | d) and P(Z | d) as two PCs satisfying those conditions. If the decision variable D appears at the top of the PC over D ∪ Z as illustrated in Figure 1, then the two subcircuits rooted at each child of the root node exactly corresponds to the conditional distributions given D. For instance, the PCs rooted at the orange and green sum nodes in Figure 1 correspond to the conditional distributions P(X, Y | D = 1) and P(X, Y | D = 0), respectively.

Furthermore, we can similarly search for top-k patterns ranked by their divergence scores. Choi et al. (2020) provides an upper bound on divergence score that once again requires efficiently maximizing/minimizing conditional probability of extensions. Thus, given the kinds of PC structure described above, we can also compute a non-trivial bound and extend the branch-and-bound search approach in a straightforward manner to mine divergence patterns in PCs as well.

Lastly, we briefly discuss how to obtain the special types of discrimination patterns introduced in Section 2.2. We can make a small tweak to the search algorithm to keep track of the Pareto front of discrimination patterns found so far in each search step. Concretely, we maintain an ordered container storing the probability and discrimination score in increasing order of the former and decreasing order of the latter. Similarly, finding the set of maximal patterns is almost identical to searching for all discrimination patterns. In particular, when exploring a pattern in the search tree, we declare it to be maximal if no extension of it can be a discrimination pattern, determined by the quadratic-time upper bound on discrimination score. For minimal patterns, we derive a sub-quadratic time algorithm to examine a set of patterns and recover the minimal ones; see appendix for details.

4 Discrimination Pattern Mining by Sampling

Certifying that there exists no discrimination pattern, among exponentially many possible assignments, is a very hard problem. In real-world settings, one may simply be interested in quickly studying examples of unfairness that may be present in the model. In fact, this is the goal for many existing fairness auditing tools (Saleiro et al. 2018): to find patterns of bias (potentially using different fairness definitions) for the developer or user to examine. Hence, we introduce efficient sampling-based methods to mine discrimination patterns in PCs. While these methods cannot necessarily certify a model to be δ-fair, they can very quickly find a large number of

---

\(^3\)Appendix available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.02474.
patterns, as we will later show empirically.

Our proposed approach is summarized in Algorithm 2. At a high level, each run of the sampling algorithm starts from an empty assignment xy and incrementally adds one attribute at a time until a complete assignment is obtained. The attribute to be added (or more precisely the immediate extension to be explored) at each step is sampled at random with a likelihood proportional to the discrimination score of the resulting assignment. Any assignment explored along the way with a sufficiently high discrimination score is added to our set of patterns. Intuitively, at any assignment, we use the discrimination score of its immediate extension as a heuristic for its extensions being discrimination patterns.

Algorithm 2 is the base of our proposed sampling algorithm. We also derive a more sophisticated algorithm with memoization between samples and control over exploration versus exploitation at different stages of sampling. At a high level, we maintain an estimator at each assignment corresponding to the expected discrimination score of an extension and backtrack at the end of each sampling run to update the estimates before the next run. We refer the reader to the appendix for details regarding the same. Observe that the sampling algorithm is computationally inexpensive overall as the only circuit evaluations that need to be performed are a few feed-forward evaluations (linear time) to compute conditionals at each assignment explored. Lastly, it is worth noting that after the discrimination patterns have been sampled, we can utilize similar techniques as described in Section 3.2 to efficiently summarize them through minimal, maximal, and Pareto optimal patterns.

5 Empirical Evaluation

We evaluate our discrimination pattern mining algorithms on three datasets: COMPAS which is used for recidivism prediction and the Adult (Dua and Graff 2017) and Income (Ding et al. 2021) datasets for predicting income levels. As preprocessing, we remove redundant features and features with unique values, and discretize numerical values. We learn a PC from each dataset using the STRUDEL algorithm (Dang, Vergari, and Van den Broeck 2022), which returns deterministic and structured decomposable PCs as required by our search algorithm. All experiments were run on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 (2.40GHz).

With regards to empirical comparison with existing work in literature, it is worth emphasizing that efficiently mining discrimination patterns has only been possible so far for naive Bayes (Choi et al. 2020) which makes strong assumptions, and our method is (to the best of our knowledge) the first method to extend this to a much more general class of models, namely PCs. Furthermore, other existing fairness verifiers in literature as discussed in Section 2.1 are not able to find discrimination patterns: they only verify a weaker fairness properties such as statistical parity. Hence, in this section, we evaluate our exact and approximate methods against the only available baseline of naive enumeration, and against each other to clearly test comparative efficiency.

5.1 Exact Search

We first evaluate the efficiency of our branch-and-bound search algorithm to find discrimination patterns. As our approach is the first non-trivial method that does not require naive Bayes assumption, we see whether it is more efficient than a naive solution that enumerates all possible patterns. We mine the top-k patterns for two ranking heuristics (discrimination and divergence score), three values of \( k \) (1, 10, 100), and three threshold values \( \delta \) (0.01, 0.05, 0.1). Table 2 reports the speedup in terms of the proportion of the search space visited by our algorithm compared to the naive approach. Note that only the settings in which \( \delta = 0.1 \) for ranking by discrimination score are reported, because the results are identical for smaller values of \( \delta \). We observe that pruning is effective, resulting in consistent speedup, including some significant improvement in performance as high as 24x speedup in the case of mining top-k divergence patterns on the Adult dataset.

Moreover, note that our method computes an upper bound at every search step, which has a worst-case quadratic time complexity. However, we see that pruning the search space still improves the overall run time of the algorithm, even with this extra computation. For example, our method explores a little less than half the search space for top-k discrimination patterns with \( \delta = 0.1 \) on the COMPAS dataset, and it
Table 3: Average speedup of sampling v.s. naive enumeration to find top 1 pattern (by proportion of search space explored).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th># Patterns found</th>
<th>Highest score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPAS</td>
<td>3s</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>600s</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>37k</td>
<td>113k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>30k</td>
<td>99k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number of discrimination patterns and highest score found by exact search and sampling.

5.2 Sampling

The primary motivation for the sampling algorithm is to not only quickly audit a model to check if it exhibits any discrimination patterns, but in particular to quickly analyze the most interesting patterns. To that end, we first evaluate how efficiently the sampling algorithm is able to find the most discriminatory/divergent pattern. We first find the highest discrimination and divergence score using exact search, then run the sampling algorithm until it finds the top-1 pattern (using $\delta = 0.01$ for the divergence scores). Table 3 details the speedup relative to naive enumeration, in terms of the number of assignments explored to find the top-1 pattern; each result is the average over 10 independent random trials.

Recall that each sampling instance merely requires a few feed-forward evaluations of the circuit (linear time) for computing marginals. Thus, from the table it is clear that the sampling algorithm is much quicker than exact search in finding the patterns with highest scores (for instance, as much as 49480x fewer patterns explored compared to naive search to find the most divergent pattern in Adult).

For a more direct comparison, we run the exact search algorithm and the sampling method with a specified timeout. We report both the number of patterns found and the highest score in different settings (Table 4). We observe that the sampling algorithm consistently outperforms the exact search in both number of patterns found the scores of patterns found. Thus, we can reliably use the sampling approach to quickly mine many discrimination patterns of significance.

Lastly, we are interested in whether the patterns returned by the sampling algorithm are “interesting”. To that end, we analyze the top 10 discrimination patterns produced by our sampling algorithm on COMPAS with a 3 second timeout and find that they indeed correspond to some of the most discriminating patterns in the model (Figure 2a). Furthermore, we compare the Pareto optimal patterns from the sampling algorithm (Figure 2c) to the true Pareto front obtained through exact search (Figure 2b) and find that the sampling algorithm contains most of the same patterns in its Pareto front despite its short timeout. More concretely, the Pareto front from the sampling approach contains 30 patterns, of which 27 are in the true set of Pareto optimal patterns (there are 38 total).

6 Conclusions, Limitations, and Discussion

This paper studies fairness of probabilistic classifiers through the lens of discrimination patterns. With the goal of efficient and interpretable auditing for fairness, we introduce new classes of patterns, such as maximal, minimal, and Pareto optimal patterns, and propose efficient exact and approximate algorithms for mining these patterns in probabilistic circuits, an expressive class of tractable models. We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods in mining instances to help analyze a model’s fairness properties.

Our method can be used by domain experts and ML practitioners not only for auditing in the deployment phase, but also as a subroutine when learning fair models. For example, one could use our approach to discover discrimination patterns, then enforce their elimination as a constraint during learning to obtain fair classifiers, which is a promising future direction. Although we demonstrate the efficiency of our sampling-based mining algorithm empirically, we currently lack theoretical guarantees for the same, which we also leave as future work. Lastly, we re-iterate that our method provides an efficient fairness auditing tool focusing on one specific notion out of many, and it remains the responsibility of domain experts and developers to interpret any pattern of unfairness in the context of the application.
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